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Where do Sid’s contributions fit
among the major divides on, e.g.
•
•
•
•

The “primitives” of the theory
Exchange vs. power
Incentives vs. capabilities
Deliberation vs. habits/heuristics

Let me start from the beginning...
• What are institutions (of which organizations
are a subset, of which business firms are a
further subset,...)
• And where do they come from

Two “primitive” stories:
The “rationalist” tale
Once upon a time there
were fully rational
individuals living alone in
the forest who then met
in a field to play a
constitutional “metagame” called let’s set the
rules to interact with each
other

The “institutionalist” tale
Once upon a time there were
institutions, families, tribes,
clans – which sometimes
evolved/create other
institutions (churches, states,
firms, schools) – together
shaping the identities of
individuals

Exchange vs. power
• Hierarchies where do they come from?
- an original “constitutional” exchange (hierarchies
are outcome of a efficiency arrangements
negotiated sometime in the past).
- hierarchies are a reflection of power relationships
among social groups: authority relationships are
intrinsically different from exchange relationships
(Weber)

The nature of hierarchies
“Exchange” view
No analytical status to the notion of
power

“Political” view
Essential features of organizations are
patterns of power exercise and authority
relations

Apparent “power relations” can be
explained by asymmetric transactions

Power/authority relations are essentially
different from exchange relations and
therefore are also autonomous
interpretative dimensions

Transactions are the basic units of analysis Units of analysis include knowledge,
organizational forms, behavioural codes,
mental frames
Organizations are “veils” covering sets of
contracts or bundles of incomplete
contractual agreements

Organizations as different from and
constitutive of exchange

Weak vs. Strong Institutionalism
Weak Institutionalism

Strong Institutionalism

Role of institutions

Parametrize system variables; Also embed cognitive and
provide menu of strategies
behavioural patterns; shape
identity of actors

Primitives of the theory

Perfectly or boundedly
rations agents

Institutions as primitives;
forms of rationality and
perception of self-interest as
derived entities

Mechanisms of institutions
formation

Mainly explicit and rational
“constitutional” processes

Partly unintentional selforganization processes

Efficiency properties

Institutions perform useful
coordinating and governance
functions, often viewed as
equilibria in some game

Institutions are ‘carriers of
history’, provide rules of the
game and reproduce pathdependently irrespectively of
efficiency

The origins, dynamics and efficiency
properties of institutions
• Game theory, bargaining again on the edge of the forest: Greif
(2007)

– “Whatever is, is right?” (Ogilvie, 2007)
“[Economists] have tended to adopt the view that if a particular
economic institution has persistent stably for a long time, it must have
been efficient….even vigilante justice and lynching have been
rehabilitated – under the less rebarbative rubric of ‘informal legal
systems’ – as efficient solutions to inadequate contract enforcement in
premodern societies”

•
•
•
•

Variation-selection: institutions as social technologies (Nelson)
Exaptation
Unintentional outcomes of self-organization processes
By fiat power from above
– “L’etat c’est moi” Louis XIV

• Social conflict nested in asymmetric distributions of power

And which efficiency properties ?
• The joke of “as if” maximization ?
– Cfr. Winter (1971) for burial note…

• Selection on rugged fitness landscapes
• More generally, ubiquitous path-dependencies
– Why one observers institutions x at time t ? We
should look at the linkages between x and other
institutions at time t-1

Organizational behaviour and
performances: three analytical
perspectives
• Incentives
• Authority
• Capabilities

Some conclusions as an invitation to join a
largely unexplored research programme
• After the far reaching insights of the Enlightened
Founding Fathers of Modern Social Sciences (Smith,
Marx, Weber), most of the profession reverted to a
new religion, possibly more dogmatic than the old, and
certainly meaner…
• Forget Bentham, forget economists in their majority,
but rather, talking to an American audience, go back
and try to rigorously operationalize the notion of
institutions/organizations of Dewey, Veblen,
Commons , A. Hirschman, H. Simon, J. March and, last
but not least, too humbly put forward by Sid….

Three critical challenges
• Combinatorics, Complementarities, Structures
of whatever kind
• Institutional embeddedness of technoeconomic change
• Co-Evolution

